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CHAIR CARROLL: ... (gavel) ... Meeting of Human Services and Economic Development will now
come to order. We'd like to welcome everybody for coming out tonight. Thank you so much
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for being here. We have a quorum. We have with us, Vice-Chair Jo Anne Johnson,
Member Mike Molina; excused is Pat Kawano and Riki Hokama. We have with us today,
Agnes Hayashi, Direct.., Deputy Director of Finance; Alice Lee, Director of Housing and
Human Concerns; Monnie Gray [sic], Office of Economic Development; Corporation Counsel
we have, Greg Garneau; and our Committee Staff we have, Shannon Alueta, Legislative
Analyst; and Pauline Martinez [sic], Committee Secretary.

HSED-03
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A GRANT OF A LEASE OF COUNTY REAL
PROPERTY TO JOHANN SOSNA
CHAIR CARROLL: I'd like to start off first by having public testimony. We have only one person
signed up for public testimony. If anybody else wishes to give testimony, please come forward
and ... where the ... please come over by Pauline over here and fill out the slip. We will hear
now, public testimony is open, from Bob Howerton. Yeah, come forward. When you come up,
please announce your name in the microphone. You have three minutes, if you can't finish in
three minutes, we'll allow you a minute to finish up .

. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . ..

MR. HOWERTON: I think I can finish in three minutes. Hello, my name is Bob Howerton. I'm with
the University of Hawaii Sea Grant Extension Service and I'm here to testify on behalf of the,
the proposed sturgeon farm over here on this side of the island. There's a couple of
gentlemen that have been working for about a year and a half trying to develop a sturgeon
farm for Maui County. In the past, there's been much research in the past six, seven years
through the University of Hawaii in the Sea Grant Extension Service on sturgeon farming in
Hawaii. It's a unique industry. A lot of the practical research has been done. There are three
private farms that have sturgeon located on Oahu and also two on the Big Island. And
sturgeon is an endangered species. We're looking for alternative fresh water species for
aquaculture here in Hawaii. Our fresh water species are limited. We have for commercial
grow out mostly talapia and Chinese catfish as far as food species are concerned. Sturgeon
would bring in a viable, very lucrative, alternative species if it turns out to be feasible here in
Hawaii. And I'm open to any questions from the Council or from the audience.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any questions, Members? Thank you very much.
MR. HOWERTON: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Next one is William Lansford. Please state your name again at the microphone
too.
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MR. LANSFORD: Yes, my name is William Lansford. I am the president of Aquatic Ventures
Incorporated. We're the company that is attempting to start the sturgeon farm here on Maui
and-CHAIR CARROLL: You know what, can you use the mike, please.
MR. LANSFORD: Sure.
CHAIR CARROLL: Otherwise, it won't get into our records ... uh ... if it's not recording you. There
you go.
MR. LANSFORD: Can you hear me now?
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes
MR. LANSFORD: Should I start over? . . . (laughter) . . . Closer. Okay. My name is
William Lansford. I am the president of Aquatic Ventures Incorporated. We're the company
that is trying to start the sturgeon farm here on Maui. And pretty much Bob covered it all but I
just wanted to add one other thing that, we feel that the sturgeon would not only be lucrative
but that they would be good for the State of Hawaii and especially for the County of Maui.
Simply because if we can get this done and if we can, if we are successful in what we're doing,
we expect that many other fish farmers who are currently growing less profitable crops such as
talapia, Chinese catfish, et cetera, will want to switch to sturgeon. And it will really impact the
aquaculture statewide not just here on Maui but it would really impact Maui also. There are a
lot of backyard people here that are, you know, have small operations growing one or two, you
know, tubs of fish and it would really encourage them to go out and actually start doing
something on a more commercial basis. And, you know, I think to bring diversity to the State
and to the County I think is good. Any questions?
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Thanks for coming here and giving us an
education on sturgeon fish. To be quite honest I thought it was surgeonfish, which we here
locally know as manini or palani, so I thought you were starting a fish farm with that.
MR. LANSFORD: No, very different.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: But, but you mentioned at the site inspection these fish go for, on the
average about $50 a pound.
MR. LANSFORD: That's for the, the smoked fillet.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, okay.
MR. LANSFORD: Yeah, prepared. That's a retail price, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And then caviar, you know, would be.
MR. LANSFORD: About $3,000 a kilo, which is about $1,300 per pound.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Wow. Okay.
MR. LANSFORD: So, it's quite lucrative and because of that, it's something that we can go ahead
and grow here in spite of our high cost of, of production. And again, you know, it would be a
real shot in the arm to statewide aquaculture, Maui County aquaculture if you had a product
that could actually turn a profit.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.
MR. LANSFORD: Right now, things like talapia are being farmed in places like Chile and Peru and
they're providing them--Brazil also--they're providing them to, to the United States at about
$1.50 to $2 per pound fresh frozen fillet. It cost about 3 to $4 a pound to grow them in Hawaii.
So, you would have to get twice that in order to make a profit and it's just not going to happen.
So, this is a good, good deal for us.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: What type of improvements are you going to make when leasing the
land I guess in terms of equipment you know?
MR. LANSFORD: Initially we want to do as little damage as possible, so to speak. We want to, to
impact the land as little as possible. We're looking to dig some, some moderately sized ponds.
The depth basically will be designed to keep them within the top fill, the backfill that's been
added to the land. So we wouldn't be actually disturbing the original land surface at all, that's
our hope at least. We use the backfill that comes out of the hole to build up around the hole to
make the land higher to essentially raise the pond above the ground level. And we mayor
may not line them depending on what we find once we begin digging. That's really going to be
the determining factor there. But they're very easy to remove should that, should that happen,
you know, we just basically bulldoze it back in the hole and it's done, close it up. We're not
planning on putting any large buildings or structures. We're not planning on adding any roads.
We will be bringing electricity to the property. There's already an existing hookup out in front
there that was I guess from Pioneer Mill days. We've had an electrician look at that. He says
it's perfectly viable, can be repaired and, and run out there very easily. We would be probably
running some blowers, a few filtration pumps, and so forth, but as little impact to the land as
we possibly can.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: How about any fencing for security purposes. 'Cause I bring that up
'cause I think couple of years back at one of the local high schools, there was break-ins at
fishponds that they had there and people stealing fish.
MR. LANSFORD: Yeah, that's actually been an ongoing problem at Lahainaluna. We really are
anticipating at this point putting a six-foot tall perimeter chain link fence with razor wire. We
have spoken to some people who suggested that like if, if we run cattle or something on the
property, you can also put an electrified fence. I don't know if we'll go that far. It's kind of hard
to scale a six-foot fence with razor wire carrying a 100 pound fish covered with thorns that's
kicking, you know, it's, it's, it would be fairly difficult to steal these fish. These are quite large
once they reach a marketable size.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Alright. Thank you.
MR. LANSFORD: Sure. Any other questions?
CHAIR CARROLL: None? Thank you.
MR. LANSFORD: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Joann [sic] Sosa [sic]. Okay. I couldn't read your writing, I'm sorry. Forgive me.
MR. SOSNA: No that's fine. No worries. Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. My name is
Johann Sosna. I'm from Germany. I'm the supposed specialist in sturgeon. I worked in
sturgeon farms in Germany. And with huge success in Germany, we're growing them in same
temperature water like here, so we have to heat up the water of course. That's one of the
reasons I am here because this is the perfect location to grow sturgeons. The folks on the
Big Island, Kevin Hopkins, from UH Hilo proved that it works very successfully here and yeah
with your support we hopefully can start a sturgeon farm here and be profitable. The other
ones more or less covered everything that I can say here. If you have any questions according
to the specialty of the fish, I'll be more than likely to answer you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any questions?
MR. SOSNA: Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Is there anyone else that wishes to give testimony at this time? If
not, public testimony is now closed .
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . ..
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CHAIR CARROLL: Monnie, would you care to share any information with us?
MS. GAY: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I'm Monnie Gay for those of you that don't know me. I'm with the
Office of Economic Development. And I have had the pleasure of working with these
gentlemen for the last eight months trying to get their corporation found; they've formed it.
They've been working with UH Sea Grant program and this is a golden opportunity for Maui to
get into the aquaculture field in a larger way. And you'll noticed that I've given you a little
handout in regard to Hawaii aquaculture and you'll notice that Maui is the last in the island
chain in bringing in monies in this particular endeavor. So, we're hoping that not only will they
succeed in their endeavor but we'll be able to expand this into aquaculture farms, we'll be able
to bring in new ideas and we can start more in an economic development area. So, we're very
excited about it and we hope that it will be passed. Any questions?
CHAIR CARROLL: Members, any questions? If not, thank you. We also have with us over here,
Agnes Hayashi, Direct.., Deputy Director of Finance. Would you care to make some comment
on that project?
MS.

HAYASHI: Chairman Carroll, and Members of the Council, and those of the public, I'm
Agnes Hayashi, Deputy Finance Director. And adding to Monnie Gay's opening here, we
received, the Department of Finance received this request from Mr. Lansford and Mr. Sosna,
and as the processing body for, in fulfilling the administrative function of processing this lease,
we reviewed it and found that it was an opportunity that presented a benefit to the, the County.
And so forwarded this to the Office of Economic Development and also to the Council and as
such you have the resolution before you. So, if there are any questions, I'm here to answer
them, otherwise, we hope for your favorable consideration.

CHAIR CARROLL: Members, any questions? Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I don't know if I should direct this to either Agnes or the Corporation
Counsel. Under the terms of the lease is if the, the people that we're leasing the County land
to, God forbid, which we hope doesn't happen, where if they go under and they want to get out
of the terms of lease, what, what provisions are there in the lease? Is there a buyout provision
or anything of that nature?
MS. GAY: I've helped to work on the lease agreement, by the way, and they're trying to structure this
as we've done with Kula Ag Park, so that if the lease terminates the County land comes back
to us and there's, if there is property on there then it also comes back to the County. So,
there's very little in regard to risk for us at this time. Does that answer your question?
CHAIR CARROLL: Anyone have anything else? Ms. Johnson.
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VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair, I just had a couple questions on the lease portion. I know
that the Director of Finance has stated the rental value of the premises is between $60 and
$1,040 per year. I realize also that basing what they're trying to do because there's a big risk
involved, if they do make any profit is there any way that we could also put something in the
lease that, you know, at least give us a portion of that, you know, if they were to be successful.
I, I don't want to hurt them in terms of the fact that they're risking their, their capital and, you
know, they're the ones that have to work really hard. But I think that like $60 is pretty cheap
per year and, you know, if it's a non-profit that's one thing but, you know, where they're trying
to do for profit that's a little bit different. So, could you address that, Agnes?
MS. HAYASHI: Council member Johnson, we could certainly work with Corporation Counsel and
Office of Economic Development to factor that in and because the terms of the lease are with
Corporation Counsel right now. We haven't negotiated any lease terms as I understand it. For
your information, in terms of the monthly lease requirement, this was based on as you know
the, our--oh, as you may already been informed, based on our mass appraisal system that's
utilized by Real Property Tax. And considering that it was, there's several factors that are
considered here and that is that it was agriculturally zoned and the surrounding areas are
wetlands and, and based on those factors and probably others as well, the monthly lease
requirement was determined in that manner based on those variables. But certainly, we can
with, work with Corp. Counsel and OED to, to put in those, put those terms into the lease.
CHAIR CARROLL: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: My other, my other question too has to do with the term of the lease. I
know that it's for 20 years and, you know, depending on whether or not the venture is
successful, I just wondered what your thoughts are and, you know, the, the length of the lease
and then of course at $350 a year. It seems that I don't want to put them in a situation where
they're committed to leasing the property for that length of time if they find out the first year,
you know, that's it's not going to be viable or maybe the second year. So, I would really like to
kind of look at that, the length of time and then find out what we could do so that at least it
doesn't hamper them but it also doesn't hamper the County in the event that they do start
turning a good profit. I would at least want to give the ability for other people who are doing
businesses maybe not like this at all but at least give them some kind of potential through
economic development to make some of the capital available, you know, through either
recapture, increase in the, in, in the actual lease amount that's being paid. But I, I just really
want you to address the issue right now I guess of the length of the lease. Thank you.
MS. HIGASHI: Regarding the, the length of the lease term, their initial request to us was 25 years. I
wasn't party to the discussion where it was then reduced to 20 but we, we present this to the
Council and if there is any concern in that manner, you know, we'll, we will defer, we will defer
to the Council for that decision. One thing I would like to mention however is that in creating
their business plan or in any venture, some consideration should be given to their startup costs
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and that you would consider that as you review the length of the, the lease term. In their case,
in their business plan they mentioned a $65,000 startup cost and I'm sure that, that is
something that they would like to make sure is an investment that's worth their while. Also, I
also want to mention that regarding the, the, the lease rent for the parcel, for your information
as well, after we had determined the value, the monthly, the monthly lease requirement, we
went through the invitation for bids. So, we determined the range and based on those that
proposed or submitted bids, sealed bids, that's how the $350 were determined. Just, just for
your information.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Along those lines too, I think that they do have an escape clause. Is that
correct? So that if they would find that they either, you know, didn't want to do it or it was not
viable that they would not be locked into this. Is that a standard part of our clauses or, you
know, the lease agreement?
MS. GAY: May I give you just a little bit more information on some of the leases that we currently
hold? With Kula Ag Park, we have 50-year leases there and these are to help promote
business and we want them to succeed. Their lease rents run $100 an acre per year. So,
depending on how many usable acres they can use. We don't do it on the actual, we do it on
the useable. So, when you're talking about a lesser lease of 20 to 25 years, that just gives 'em
enough time to get in and grow old. Okay. So, this particular lease has been based a lot on
the Kula Ag Park leases that we currently have with all the ordinances that we already have
that are there. So, we're trying to base it so we're not reinventing the wheel. Does that help
answer some of the questions?
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes, it does. And, and the only reason that I'm, you know, even
mentioning about the amount of the lease is because if this has been as successful as it
appears to be on the other islands, I'm just curious to know what other similar returns. And I'm
only looking on monies that would come back over and above the recapture of their initial
investment and, and not a big, not all their profits. But I would just like some kind of an
assurance that, if they were to be really super successful that we wouldn't be locked in a
situation where there's a huge benefit to any business over another and then no means for us
to at least recapture something on the lease, so that we could turn around and help other
business people to kind of start their way. So, it's sort of like paying back and putting back into
the kitty, almost like a revolving fund, so that other people would be able to be helped as well.
MS. GAY: Okay. Thank you, Jo Anne, we'll look into that.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Alright, Members, any further questions?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Your recommendation, Chair.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Alright, I'm going to read the resolution so the public, we have it before us, but so
everyone out there will know what we're talking about. That, and this is HSED-3, and the
resolution is authorizing the grant of a lease of County real, real property to Johann Sosna,
whereas Johann Sosna, hereafterwards [sic] Sosna desires to lease a certain real property
from the County of Maui for a term of 20 years; and whereas, Sosna desires to lease a certain
County real property identified as that certain parcel situated at Tax Map Key No. (2)
4-8-002-046 located at Umakea [sic] (should be Ukumehame), Lahaina, Maui approximately five
acres in area, hereafter [sic] premises and more particularly described as cross-hatched area
in Exhibit A and made a part hereof; and whereas, Sosna desires to promote Hawaii
aquaculture by operating a sturgeon fish farm on the premises; and whereas, Sosna has
estimated that the total set up costs to start the sturgeon fish farm on the premises will be
approximately $65,000 and no cents; and whereas, fair market rental value of the premises as
determined by the Director of Finance is between 60 and $1,040 per year; whereas, pursuant
to Maui County Code Section 3.40.040, the County Council may authorize leasing of
real ... property for a term exceeding five years by the passage of a resolution approved by
the majority of its members. Now, therefore that it resolved by the Council of the County of
Maui: 1) that issuing the premises as a sturgeon fish farm for a term 20 years is in the public
interest; and that Sosna will be required by the terms of the County lease to expand the sum of
$25,000 or more for capital improvements or to provide for any capital improvements the
estimated cost of which is equal to or in excess of the sum of $25,000; and that Sosna be
granted the right to lease the premises for a fee of $350 per year for a period of 20 years
commencing on the 1st day of November 2001, and ending on the 31 st day of October 2021, to
use the premises as a sturgeon fish farm; and that the Mayor will be authorized to execute all
necessary documents to lease the premises in accordance with the terms of this resolution;
and that the certified copies of this resolution be transmitted to the Mayor of the County of
Maui, the Director of Finance, and Johann Sosna. Members, the Chair requests approval of
this resolution.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So moved.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Discussion?
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Mr. Chair, the only thing that I would like between now and first reading is I
would like to have input from, you know, our, our Economic Development and also Agnes with
regard to maybe some caveats. Perhaps the addition of one caveat regarding recapture of
their original capital investment, so that the Council would have the right, maybe after a five
year interval or something, to at least look at what was coming out of there. In other words,
have them do a report of some type, so that they would come back and at least just advise the
Council of how they were doing. So that the Council could at least review that lease and make
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sure that everything is working as it should because I, I really think that when, when we help
any entity, particularly for profit businesses, it's sort of like a payback. And I think that when
we can help others if one business is successful then have those people who are successful
put something back for others in the community who are trying to go through similar things.
So, what I'm thinking is I would leave it up to the Chair but to draft some type of a provision or
to work with Agnes and also Economic Development, to put a provision in there that would
reflect at least that ability for them. And, and to work it out with them also to see that it
was ... inserted in some way that if they did make a profit of x percent or whatever that we
would be able to give that back.
CHAIR CARROLL: You know what, could you make a motion to that.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: I'll, 1'11-CHAIR CARROLL: ... (inaudible) ...
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: I'll make an amendment to the main motion which is that between now and
the first reading of this that, another whereas be drafted which would allow the Council to
review the profitability of the operation and have the ability to put a clause in that would
payback to the County, for the benefit of others moving forward in economic development, a
certain percentage from the profits over and above their original investments.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: I know that's long but, you know, I think something along those lines would
be really good and, and it doesn't have to be exactly that way but I trust the Chair and the
others to draft that kind of, of language.
CHAIR CARROLL: We know the intent and we'll work with you along the way on that. Any further
discussion on the amendment to the motion? Monnie.
MS. GAY: We keep turning this off, sorry. In our leases that we have with profit, people, currently we
do not ask that but what we do ask of them is for them to give us a yearly financial statement
and we also ask for a plan of action on a yearly basis. Because when we developed these
leases to help economic development and bring these new things into play, we felt that it was
unfair for us to take advantage of their profitability. And that gets into a very sticky area
because then we have to police it and my concern would be we're trying to develop similar at
an aquaculture park and that would be to develop new businesses for a period of time and
then they'd be out on their own. And I'd be concerned that we would lock these people into
giving us a percentage of their gross or their net and it might discourage them from even
looking at us and we're here to help develop these economic development ventures.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: And, and I completely understand that. I think that what I would be looking
at is not something that was oner.., onerous to the people going into these businesses and I
think that it would have to be drafted in such a way that it's probably more a token than just a
fixed percentage. I don't know how you would draft it. I don't know that we would have the
ability to actually police what they're profits would be but I would think that there could be
something drafted that at least allow the rent to go up if there's a certain threshold of
profitability that is reached. So that we have the ability to at least then take that money that
would be going into the rent when they reach that threshold and put that to work for others in
the community. Because I really think that when you're helped, it's always a good thing to give
back to others who are in similar situations and that's kind of where I'm coming from. So, you
know, I don't know if I'm expressing myself properly but I really think that it's, it's good to at
least let people know that you're expecting them to give a helping hand to others who face
similar challenges. And I don't think they're getting a free ride but I would at least like to have
some type of threshold within their lease rent then to have that ability to have that go up in
accordance with what their level of profitability would be. And we're going to probably have to
put them on the honor system, so it would be pretty much up to whatever they gave us as the
report. We would have to do the same thing that we do with craft fairs and just trust that
they're giving us accurate information.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Alright, we can work with the staff, and Monnie, and Corporation Counsel and we
will, and along with the Council Members, to draft out something that would be appropriate and
it doesn't mean we have to include it if we can't get something that's workable. Alright. All
those in favor of the amendment to the motion.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR CARROLL: Anyopposed? Motion carried.
VOTE:

AYES:

Council member Molina, Vice-Chair Johnson, and Chair
Carroll.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Kawano and Hokama.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

AMEND THE RESOLUTION TO INSERT LANGUAGE ENABLING THE
COUNCIL TO REVISIT THE LEASE AFTER FIVE YEARS FOR THE
PURPOSE OF INCLUDING A CLAUSE TO REQUIRE A PERCENTAGE
PAYMENT TO THE COUNTY FOR PROFITABILITY OVER AND ABOVE
THE PROJECT'S INITIAL INVESTMENT.

CHAIR CARROLL: Back to the main motion. All those in favor.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion carried. Thank you.
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VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmember Molina, Vice-Chair Johnson, and Chair
Carroll.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Kawano and Hokama.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

ADOPT REVISED RESOLUTION AND FILE COMMUNICATION.

HSED-21
PROPOSED RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING DISPOSAL BY NEGOTIATION OF
KOMOHANA HALE APARTMENTS
CHAIR CARROLL: We'll now go on to the next item. Proposed resolution authorizing the disposal by
negotiation of Komohana Hale Apartments. . .. (Pause) . .. One more. . .. (Pause) ...
Members, we will now be discussing HSED-21, proposed resolution authorizing disposal by
negotiation of Komohana Hale Apartments, and I will read the resolution before we begin our
discussion. I'm sorry, is there anybody out there that wishes to give testimony on this agenda
item? Hearing none, public testimony is closed. Resolution authorizing disposable by,
disposal by negotiation of Komohana Hale Apartments located at Lahaina, Maui, Hawaii.
Whereas, the County of Maui owns a fee simple an affordable housing apartment complex
known as Komohana Hale Apartments, more particularly described as follows:
Komohana Hale Apartments, 20-unit apartment complex located at 110, 120 Leoleo Street in
Lahaina, Maui, Hawaii; land area of 80,900 square feet; TMK (2) 4-6-034:043, hereafter [sic]
referred to as the property; and whereas, pursuant to Section 3.44.050, Maui County Code, the
County, the Council of the County of Maui may, by resolution approved by two-thirds of its
members disposable [sic] of County real property through negotiation upon finding that the
disposition in such a manner is in the public interest. Now, therefore, be it resolved by the
Council of the County of Maui: 1) that the Council finds that it is in the public interest to
consider the sale of the property through negotiation; and 2) that it hereby authorizes the
Director of Finance or his duly . . . representative, to negotiate a sale of the property by
negotiation pursuant to Section 3.44.050, Maui County Code; and that any sale so negotiated
pursuant to Section 3.44.050, Maui County Code, shall be subject to the review and approval
of the Council by resolution pursuant to Section 3.44.020(A), Maui County Code; and that the
certified copies of this resolution be transmitted to the Mayor and the Director of Finance. And
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I would like Alice Lee to give us an overview.
microphones, Alice.

Alice.

I'm sorry we have a shortage of

MS. LEE: Mr. Chairman, this is a resolution that is initiated by the Department of Finance. So, Agnes
is here to represent the Department and discuss the proposed resolution.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Alice. I'm so used to you being over here. Agnes.
MS. HAYASHI: Thank you, Alice. This resolution before you serves the purpose of presenting I
guess an opportunity to the Council. An opportunity for a sale of property that may recognize
proceeds in accordance with public interest. The Department of Finance presents this to you
through this resolution for your consideration and with this resolution will then allow for the
Department of Finance and the Administration to further pursue if there is in fact an interest
and determine true market value through the RFP, through the RFP process and if this market
value is a viable option. And that is the purpose of this. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Members, you have any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Agnes, what was the original cost to the County when this project was
first put together?
MS. HAYASHI: This project was put together in 1990 and it is ... (NOTE: speaking to someone)
CHAIR CARROLL: Good idea.
MS. HAYASHI: Yes, my understanding it was built in 1990 and has been in operation since then and
the ... the contributed capital is 1.8 million.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes, Agnes, I, I really appreciate you coming forward with this and it's my
understanding that this sale, if it is concluded, would guarantee that this would be kept in
affordable housing rental. Is that correct?
MS. HAYASHI: Yes. The final, you know, the, the final terms of that, of course, will be subject to I
understand that you were, at the Council's approval as well, but that is the understanding at
this point.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. And the other thing that we had spoken about is that a potential
buyer would be Hale Mahaolu, is that correct?
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MS. HAYASHI: I personally have not been in any, party to any discussions with that. The Director of
Finance may have been but I am not aware of any formal interest expressed by Hale Mahaolu.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:
property.

They are, it's my understanding, the current managing agent for that

MS. HAYASHI: That, that's correct.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Alright. Thank you. I have no questions at, other questions at this time.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: ... (inaudible) ... (NOTE: Did not hear response)
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Seeing no other questions at this time, the Chair's recommendation
is for approval. I think it's an appropriate action and, of course, we will not be acting on it 'til
they come back with the information and the Council can make the determination. So, I would
ask for a motion to approve the resolution.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So moved.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. It's been moved and seconded. Discussion? Ms. Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: No discussion other than I believe we support it and when it comes forward
to the other Council Members I think we'll probably have little bit more in depth discussion. But
I, I really do, personally I do support it. I think that it would enable us to get other capital that
we may have for other needs in the community to develop additional housing in the area
particularly either on affordable or elderly housing. We just have so many needs and I think
this would be a very good way of keeping that instead of letting it eventually go back to
something that we may not want. I, I want to keep it the way it is and I think the occupancy is
good, the property seems well maintained and I'd be supportive of it.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: One, one question, Mr. Chair, for maybe I guess Alice or Agnes on
this. The criteria for occupancy where it says at least one member of the tenants household
shall be employed in West MauL Is there any, is there a minimum amount of hours they have
to be employed in West Maui or number of days or theoretically can they be employed for one
hour and they qualify? I mean I'm just curious.
MS. LEE: Yes, but that doesn't happen.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: No further discussion. All those in favor.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion carried. Thank you.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmember Molina, Vice-Chair Johnson, and Chair
Carroll.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Kawano and Hokama.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

HSED-04

ADOPT RESOLUTION AND FILE COMMUNICATION.

HALE MAHAOLU EONO PROJECT

CHAIR CARROLL:
We now have the liced [sic] the last item on our agenda, HSED-4,
Hale Mahaolu Eono project and this is amending Resolution No. 76-53 [sic] (should be 97-53) to
approve development of additional improvements for the Hale Mahaolu Eono project pursuant
to Section 201 G-118, Hawaii Revised Statute. And at this time, I will ask if anyone wishes to
give testimony? Or the applicant can step forward. Alright, we'll hear from the applicant but is
there anyone that wants to give testimony? Okay. Applicant.
MR. MUNEKIYO:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee.
My name is
Mike Munekiyo. I'm here on behalf of Hale Mahaolu. Roy Katsuda, Executive Director of
Hale Mahaolu had another engagement. He is out of state and so he extends his regrets.
However, what we'd like to do this evening is briefly describe to you what the Eono project
is--you've been on the site--and explain what it is we're attempting to do with this amendment.
The Eono project is a elderly housing project, elderly meaning 62 years or older, and it is an
affordable project, so there are income qualifications. There are 30 units currently under
construction. As you saw these units are one-bedroom units, approximately 585 square feet.
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There are a total of six buildings. In addition, there is a recreation building, 1,700 square foot
recreation building with an office, laundry utility area and of course recreation space. So, it's
designed to serv ... be a full service living complex for elderly residents in West Maui. There
are 36 stalls provided. And well not too long ago, Hale Mahaolu had the opportunity to acquire
the adjacent parcel, 4-5-26:03, which is 12,000 square feet. And with that acquisition it
provide, provided them an opportunity to also put in five additional units plus an approximately
900 square foot maintenance storage building. So, the five units would be identical to those
that you saw today, basically using the same plans. The maintenance storage facility would
service not only those five units but the entire Eono complex. And, and so, it would be
operated as a single complex although two tax parcels would be retained. When this project
was first approved back in, back in 1997, the entity that was granted the approval was the
Affordable Housing Corporation of the Maui County and that was since turned over to
Hale Mahaolu. The reason we went through the 201 E process back then is because the
property is community planned single-family. It is zoned R-1. And with the project proposed,
community plan amendment change in zoning as well as other code variances would have
been required and so, this was a way to get the project implemented in a timely fashion. What
we're asking today is to allow the five units plus the maintenance storage building to qualify
under these exemptions as well as additional exemptions. And the reason for the additional
exemptions is, is related to the, the I guess what might be referred to as unique geographic
circumstances and that is there, there are two tax parcels. The maintenance storage building,
for example, will be placed right on the properly line abutting the existing Eono project site and
under current code that would not be permitted. There are set, setback requirements, fire
protection requirements, roof overhang setback requirements, so forth. And so, what we're
requesting from the committee and ultimately the Council is to allow these five units to be
implemented in connection with the Eono project. Again, it will be a single integrated operate,
single project operated by Hale Mahaolu and by allowing that to proceed, I think the
contractor's on, on site now, con .. , construction started in August, and that would allow for a
timely construction as, as well as of course costs savings in terms of construction mobilization.
So, we ask a favorable consideration of our request.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Any questions, Members? Mike.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good evening, Mike. Do you have a timetable for the completion date
of the project?
MR. MUNEKIYO: (NOTE: He turned to look at Mr. Bowers in the audience)
MR. BOWERS: June. (NOTE: He is speaking from the audience)
MR. MUNEKIYO: June of this year.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: June of ... ?
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MR. BOWERS: June of '02. (NOTE: He is speaking from the audience)
MR. MUNEKIYO: This year.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: This year? Okay. Yeah. Does that include the five units, assuming it
gets approved?
MR. BOWERS: Yes. (NOTE: He is speaking from the audience)
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, so okay. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you, Mike, I (NOTE: A pause due to the sound system or
microphone going off temporarily) I really was impressed with the drainage improvements
because I think it's gonna resolve some of the issues in the area there for retaining, not only
your drainage but maybe even some of the runoff that actually comes down onto your property
or their property. I just noticed, in terms of improvements to existing streets, are there going to
be--once you finish construction in that area, there is gonna be curb, gutter, and sidewalk or is
there not going to be?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I believe on the Lahainaluna frontage, one of the exemptions requested was an
exemption from roadway improvements on that side. So that was a landscaped grass area--I
believe--along Lahainaluna Road, yeah. So it would be ... uh ... landscaped and maintained
by Hale Mahaolu.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. And that would be a swale, you know, coming down?
MR. BOWERS: Yes. (NOTE: He is speaking from the audience) And then there is a sidewalk
... (inaudible) ...
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Oh, wait--you have to ... come. Come.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: If you're gonna speak, you need to come to the microphone.
MR. BOWERS: All right. (NOTE: There's a pause while he approaches the mike)
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Please, give your name.
MR. BOWERS: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay.
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MR. BOWERS: My name is Dan Bowers and I represent Metcalf Construction. We're the contractor
on-site. There is a sidewalk along Kelawea that's going to be new. A curb, gutter, sidewalk,
along there. And then with an accessible handicap ramp on the sidewalk and then across
way, over to the other side of Lahainaluna Road with that sidewalk repaired for access,
wheelchair access.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, great. Because I, I'm not really concerned that much because there
isn't a sidewalk going up and down Lahainaluna anyway. I just wanted to make sure that
whatever is being done in terms of the drainage because there's been all these issues with
drainage that we don't make it any worse. But because you're going to have a grassy swale
area I think that would also help with the velocity of the water coming down there. And let's
see, I don't think there was anything else that I had. The lighting, what we spoke about,
maybe just to get that on the record, could you just go over some of the lighting along
Lahainaluna and the other areas if, if it's just going to be ground lighting, there's not going to
be streetlights or anything.
MR. BOWERS: Yeah, just in the parking lot there's some overhead lighting that shines straight down
and then along the walkways there's just a bollard lighting, and on stairways, and on the ramps
they'll be well lit. And then there is a light outside the door of each apartment that that is
controlled by the tenant.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, great. Thank you very much.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Alice Lee, would you care to make any comment?
MS. LEE: Mr. Chair, our department fully supports this project and hopes that you will support it as
well.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Members, do you have any more questions? If not, the Chair will
give his recommendation that ... for approval.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Discussion? Hearing none. All those in favor.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR CARROLL: Opposed? Motion carried.
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VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmember Molina, Vice-Chair Johnson, and Chair
Carroll.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Kawano and Hokama.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

ADOPT RESOLUTION AND FILE COMMUNICATION.

CHAIR CARROLL: Is there any further comments the Members would like to make? If not-VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: I, I, the only thing I wanted to say was that I was really pleased with the
construction and pleased with the way the project looks. I know there are many people waiting
to get into this housing and I think it's the kind of thing that we should be doing a lot more of in
Maui County and really working toward. Because particularly on the west side we have an
aging population, a lot of people with very low incomes particularly those that have been
retired from Pioneer Mill and other businesses that have since gone the way of many other
businesses and I really think the need is there. So, whatever we can do to promote this kind of
thing I think it's really worthy. I'm very pleased with the quality of the construction and I would
certainly be an advocate for other projects of this sort. And I thank the construction people and
the architects and those that are really making this a viable project and all of the agencies too
that worked together to make this happen. We, we need to do a lot more of this.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Ditto.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. I would like to thank Committee Members and our staff and all the
County people that have come over here, our resource people tonight, and especially those
that have come to attend this meeting. I think we have passed three things that will make the
quality of life on Maui a little better and we can all be proud of that. And this meeting is now
adjourned ... , (gavel) ...
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ADJOURN: 6:58 p.m.
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